The specifics of classroom management may vary between kindergarten and fourth grade, and the problems you have with a second grader may be different from those you have with a fifth grader; however, the basic best practices for managing your class in an elementary school remain the backbone of a purpose-driven class. Start by teaching routines, balance caring with keeping order, coach your students to self-regulate, use a variety of questioning strategies to promote deeper thinking, and master transitions to help shape your can-do class.
Many beginning teachers identify classroom management as the aspect of teaching that presents the greatest challenge. In fact, classroom management is regarded as a “make or break” skill in the profession because it is absolutely essential to the teaching and learning process.

Though classroom management is challenging, a step-by-step approach sets the stage for a positive and productive learning environment. This approach is based on organization, clear expectations, rewarding desired behavior, preventing misbehavior, fairness, and consistency. By following these steps, you can create a classroom setting in which students excel.

Step 1: Organize Classroom and Materials

Long before the first day of school, you should organize the classroom and instructional materials (Evertson & Emmer, 2009). The arrangement of desks, tables, and chairs must foster learning. Students should be seated so they can see whole-class presentations, and the teacher should place her chair so that she can see all students. Organizing supplies is equally important. When teaching materials are easily located and close at hand, downtime during instruction is reduced and misbehavior is minimized.

Step 2: Plan a Successful Start

The teacher’s success during the school year is largely determined by what occurs during the first days of school (Wong & Wong, 2009). To set a positive tone, you should welcome students each morning, beginning Day 1. To avoid confusion, the effective classroom manager assigns seats to students in advance, knowing that seating charts can be changed later.

Introductions need to be two-way communications. By telling students a few personal things about yourself, such as interests and hobbies, you lay the groundwork for building community. Similarly, you get to know the students’ names right away and invite students to tell things about themselves. These getting-to-know-one-another steps help students feel more comfortable in your classroom.

Step 3: Establish Rules and Procedures

Developing a list of important rules to display in the classroom is crucial to a well-managed classroom. You can work with students to develop class-
room rules and then explain why each one leads to a safe and orderly classroom. Permitting students’ input gives them a sense of ownership and clear understanding of the need for each rule.

In addition to rules, teachers must set procedures for established activities that occur throughout the school day. Activities, such as entering the classroom, collecting assignments, distributing materials, and using computers, require specific procedures to help students self-manage. Once determined, each procedure should be thoroughly explained, rehearsed, and demonstrated. Through role-play, students can show how each procedure should be performed.

**Step 4: Enforce Rules and Procedures Consistently**

Once rules and procedures are firmly established, they must be enforced fairly and consistently. Rules must apply equally to everyone, without favoritism. At times, students need to be reminded of rules and procedures. Redirecting by the teacher can keep students on track and on task, thereby preventing misbehavior.

**Step 5: Develop an Alternate Plan for Students Who Misbehave**

Even the best classroom management plan may not be effective for every student. Some students may require additional assistance, such as a referral to the counselor, administrator, or intervention team. Whenever possible, teachers need to confer with parents and colleagues who may suggest a new approach or workable solution.

Students for whom the classroom plan doesn’t work may benefit from an individualized behavior plan developed by the teacher, administrator, parents, and student. This plan should include specific actions a student must take if he or she misbehaves. For example, a younger child may be required to sit in the “Think about it” chair for a brief period of time until he or she is able to regain self-control. This time-out space provides an opportunity for the child to reflect on ways to improve. An approach for the older student is to have him or her write a personal improvement plan that includes a section for what he should have done and what he should choose to do next time. Just be sure any actions you take comply fully with the discipline policy of the school.

**Step 6: Remain Positive and Enthusiastic**

Teachers are far more likely to gain the cooperation of their students when they maintain a positive attitude. Providing students positive consequences for desired behavior is reinforcing. Simple rewards, such as a few minutes of “free time” to play educational games or a “Friday Fun” activity such as a classic movie and popcorn, are effective ways to reinforce appropriate behavior. Research indicates teacher enthusiasm increases student achievement and improves student behavior (Eggen & Kauchak, 2010). The teacher’s positive attitude and enthusiasm encourage students to be lifelong learners and productive citizens.
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The most important equation that a teacher can know when discussing classroom management is $3 = 33$. There are generally 36 weeks in a school year (taking out vacations). Spending the first three weeks of the school year teaching and PRACTICING the rules will lead to 33 weeks of being able to teach. To do this, teachers have to TRY these steps.

**T – TEACH** the rules like you would a subject such as math, science, or social studies. When teaching these subjects, teachers don’t just tell the students; the students generally do something or practice something to demonstrate that they have learned it. It is the same with classroom rules. Classroom rules and procedures should be taught with examples and non-examples: “How does ‘sitting up straight’ look? What does it not look like?” Practice the procedure or rule: “When you hear this chime, stop moving and talking and look at me.” Students then walk around the room and when the teacher sounds a chime, they stop, get quiet, and look. Then practice it again. Tell the students why they did the procedure correctly or incorrectly: “I like the way everyone stopped walking and talking. You all looked at me. Great work! Let’s try it again.”

**R – REINFORCE** the procedure or rule consistently by allowing extra time to practice during the first three weeks. For example, before an activity, remind the students of the procedure. If the class is lining up and your procedure is “be quiet, stand, push the chairs in, and line up,” then allow time so the procedure can be practiced if it is not done correctly the first time. Practice DOES NOT make perfect! Only PERFECT PRACTICE makes perfect!

**Y – Starting a new YEAR** in the classroom requires classroom management planning. Occasionally, teachers state that due to testing constraints or curriculum pacing, they don’t have time to follow this process. Consider the fact that a teacher who doesn’t teach the rules and procedures, and allow time for students to practice them, will spend 36 weeks in the school year reminding students to follow the rules. This takes more time than teaching it correctly the first time!

Creating rules and procedures is easy—getting students to follow them is another matter. Remembering $3 = 33$ will help the process flow smoothly and create a more orderly classroom both at the beginning and at the end of the school year!

---

*Dr. Kovarik has experience as an elementary teacher, a guidance counselor, a primary specialist, and a school administrator. She currently teaches online courses and speaks to teacher groups. She coauthored The ABC’s of Classroom Management, 2nd Edition, which is highly recommended for all new teachers.*
Classroom Prep

GRR to Conquer Classroom Management  By Michelle Hovland

Classroom management normally is a challenge for new teachers. Whether the new teacher establishes a well-managed classroom can be the difference between a bright beginning to an exciting career or the reason for an early exit! Using the Gradual Release of Responsibility model (Pearson and Gallagher 1983), however, new teachers can quickly establish classroom routines that support a positive learning environment!

Pearson and Gallagher introduced their Gradual Release of Responsibility (GRR) model in 1983 after reviewing studies on reading comprehension instruction. These researchers found that learning occurred when it happened over time within a repeated instructional cycle that included explanation, guided practice, feedback, independent practice, and application. Within this framework, responsibility is gradually released from the teacher to the student, with the anticipation that the student will take responsibility for the task.

Teachers find that they must develop procedures for the smooth operation of the classroom and the efficient use of time before they can address instructional techniques. As Danielson (2007, 83) stated, “The best instructional techniques are worthless in an environment of chaos.” An important aspect of good classroom management is ensuring that students understand expectations immediately. With GRR, teachers begin establishing effective classroom routines the first day of school, which is the optimum time, of course, and when most teachers and students are filled with positive energy! When school starts, Whitaker (2004, 20) commented, “we are still undefeated . . . students have not been ‘in trouble’ . . . and we have the chance to build new relationships.” Introducing classroom routines using GRR enables teachers to set high expectations and prepare students for success.

For example, some of the most difficult times of classroom management any teacher faces are transition periods between activities. Often these periods are chaotic, even after the teacher and students have repeatedly discussed moving quietly from one activity to another! If this is the case, aspects of transitioning quietly are not fully understood by the students. To ensure that students first understand what is required and then perform as expected, the teacher should teach quiet transitioning by applying the steps of GRR.

**Step 1. Demonstration.** In the first step, the teacher demonstrates exactly how to move from one activity to another. The demonstration includes explaining and modeling the task. During this phase of the framework, the teacher is in control and the students are observing.

**Step 2. Shared Demonstration.** The second step in the GRR framework is shared demonstration. In this example, the teacher now invites a couple of students to the front of the class to participate in a shared demonstration of quiet transitioning as other students observe. The teacher still has the majority of control during this step.

**Step 3. Guided Practice.** During this step, the teacher transfers responsibility for implementing the task to the students by shifting to a facilitator or support role. The teacher is still available to provide suggestions, feedback, and assistance if needed. Allowing time for students to practice what was observed in steps one and two, the teacher sets up the following situation: Students
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are at their desks pretending to work. From somewhere in the classroom, the teacher announces it is time to switch to a new activity and area of the classroom. The students then transition to the new area and begin the activity.

As the transition occurs, the teacher aids success by giving a reminder of the expected behavior. If the students (even a few students) do not perform the transition to the teacher’s expectations, they are asked to repeat the guided-practice step. As the students again practice with guidance, the teacher judges whether a repeat of the demonstration or shared-practice steps is needed. Even if the students perform the transition appropriately, it may be helpful to repeat the guided-practice step.

**Step 4. Independent Practice.** Finally, the students are given opportunities to independently use the new technique. In this classroom-management vignette, the teacher sets up one final scenario in which she acts as though she is instructing a small group of students and nonchalantly asks the students to begin a new activity. The students transition to the new activity without teacher assistance. A group meeting follows the independent practice, allowing students to reflect on their performance.

Teachers using the GRR framework to teach classroom routines constantly observe and evaluate students’ reactions and performance to determine whether to proceed to the next step or return to a previous one. If, at any time, the students regress to unproductive behaviors, the teacher should again teach the desired behavior using the GRR framework.

A clearly defined and implemented classroom-management plan that includes explicit instruction in routines helps create a productive learning environment. Using the GRR framework to establish classroom routines takes time, persistence, and patience; however, the reward will be a well-organized classroom where learning can occur!
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“I want to show my students that I care about them, but I don’t want them to walk all over me.”

~novice teacher

Research indicates that one of the most serious problems plaguing beginning teachers is that they see caring and order as mutually exclusive concepts. They continuously struggle to reconcile their need to develop order with their desire to develop caring relationships (Weinstein 1998). Unfortunately, this mind-set exacerbates issues of classroom management. Knowing how to bring these two concepts together is essential for novice educators.

The tasks of establishing order and developing caring relationships play integral roles in an overall approach to classroom management. Seeing these two tasks as polar-opposites forces new teachers to choose either order over caring or caring over order. Yet one without the other is a prescription for failure.

Both objectives must be addressed simultaneously for a teacher to successfully accomplish either one. In fact, research demonstrates that students are more likely to follow classroom rules and routines when they believe their teachers care about them (Osterman 2000). On the other hand, caring relationships cannot develop if students do not feel part of a safe, orderly learning environment (Weinstein and Mignano 2007).

With the strategies that follow, you can create a caring and orderly classroom community starting now. It’s never too late to begin a caring and orderly approach to classroom management.

**Developing Order**

- **Establish rules and routines.** Rules and routines effectively communicate expected behaviors to students. Set them on the first day of school and reinforce them continuously and consistently throughout the school year.

- **Teach and demonstrate each rule explicitly.** Demonstrate rules as though teaching curriculum. Posting the rules and assuming...
that students will understand and subsequently follow them does not work. To clearly establish your expectations, with no room for misunderstanding, model each appropriate behavior.

- **Impose clear limits.** Develop and impose clear and logical consequences when students choose to misbehave.
- **Use explicit directives.** State the expectation rather than offer a choice: “Sit down and get back to work.” rather than “Would you like to sit down and get back to work?” One sets the expectation and leaves little room for misinterpretation. The other suggests an option on whether or not to sit down, a habit that surrenders authority.
- **Expect and give respect.** Maintain high standards for the way students speak to you and be sure to reciprocate when you talk with students.
- **Speak authoritatively and confidently.** Command the classroom without demanding. Communicating calmly and from a position of control speaks louder than yelling or acting in a dictator-like manner.
- **Present yourself as a strong, professional authority.** A teacher’s demeanor—dress, mannerisms, conversation, and even movement around the classroom can communicate confidence and control.

**Communicating Care**

- **Organize and decorate your classroom.** There is little more unwelcoming than entering a messy, cluttered, and undecorated classroom. Take time before school begins to organize the room’s layout, traffic pattern, and storage options. Then decorate and personalize the room to create an inviting space for daily learning.
- **Send a welcome message.** Prior to the first day of school, send a welcome letter or e-mail to families that communicates your excitement about having their students in your class.
- **Smile.** This simple gesture shows students that you are genuinely excited to be their teacher. You would be surprised by how meaningful a smile is to students.
- **Send home positive notes.** Make the extra effort to notice students’ positive behaviors and achievements. Jot them down in a notebook or use sticky notes on a seating chart as a reminder. Doing so assures that you will remember to let parents know through notes or e-mails about good and positive performance.

- **Conduct community-building activities.** In addition to establishing rapport between your students and you, be attentive to building relationships among students. Facilitate the development of peer relationships with various activities that provide opportunities for students to get to know one another.
- **Attend extracurricular activities.** Students appreciate it when teachers attend extracurricular events such as sporting events, school plays, and musical performances. It shows interest and conveys respect.
- **Let students get to know you.** Share a few of your interests such as favorite hobbies or sports teams to let students know who you are. You will be surprised by how much students love to hear about you and it helps you connect with them.

If you hear a veteran teacher make comments such as, “You’re too,” “Don’t smile until Christmas,” or “You have to be tougher,” don’t panic. What your more experienced colleagues are noticing is the common struggle between a new teacher’s desire to care and need to develop order.

Take a deep breath, relax, and reflect on the concepts of caring and order. Consider how they complement one another as components of effective classroom management. When school starts and you step in front of your class, try these suggestions to create a safe, caring, and orderly learning environment.
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A Self-Regulatory Approach to Classroom Management: Empowering Students and Teachers

by M. Kay Alderman and Suzanne MacDonald

Abstract

Development of motivation and self-regulated learning skills can take classroom management beyond the role of maintaining order in the classroom to empower students and teachers for lifetime learning. The authors describe self-regulated learning, student strategies, and the classroom structure that supports motivation and self-regulation.

Key words: curriculum, instruction, motivation, school reform, self-regulation

The current educational reform environment mandates rigorous academic standards along with accountability assessed through high-stakes testing. Teachers, as the drivers of academic performance, are pressured to produce better student test scores that sustain the United States' leadership in the world economy. In this highly charged and pedagogically conflicted environment, teachers often express that they lack the desired professional control of their classrooms (Darling-Hammond, 2014; Ravitch, 2010, 2013).

What is classroom instructional climate like in the context of today's reform movements? On one side, ac-
countability and high-stakes testing practices have increased external regulation; consequently, it would appear, the controls put in place to motivate improvement have resulted in decreased support of teacher (and student) autonomy (Ryan & Brown, 2005). The external regulations for teachers have subjected students to increased compliance to teacher authority. In contrast, professional pedagogical practices such as inquiry-based learning, problem-based learning, and technology-based environments represent a move from the passive to more active types of instruction where students (and teachers) have more autonomy for learning (Collins & Halverson, 2009). A move from passive to active learning requires higher levels of self-direction and self-discipline on the student’s part.

As some have noted, these complex, activity-based classrooms require a new repertoire of skills for teachers and students (Freiberg & Lapointe, 2006). With a shift in classroom management away from unilateral teacher control, students must develop capacities for exercising responsibility and self-regulation (Brophy, 2006). Similarly, Zeichner (2005) emphasized, as students assume more responsibility and self-regulation, the central role of the teacher becomes to facilitate and encourage student self-control and personal responsibility for contributing to academic achievement.

Accordingly, teachers have the basic responsibility of ultimately helping students to be personally responsible and independent in a system that also requires compliance to teacher authority (Fenwick, 1998). In this environment of accountability and complex learning, Dembo (2004) advocated that educators teach students self-regulatory strategies for managing their own learning. A self-regulated learning approach to managing classrooms has the potential to empower students and teachers in a mutual partnership for a democratic classroom.

Self-Regulation for Managing Classrooms

In a society where education is more important than ever for success in life, self-regulated learners are likely to be more successful in school and also to become lifelong learners (Zimmerman, 2000). With the development of personal motivation and self-regulation skills—or what many have termed noncognitive or nonacademic skills (e.g., ACT, 2007; Farrington et al., 2012; Usher & Kober, 2012; Zehr, 2011)—comes the potential to take classroom management beyond the role of maintaining order. These noncognitive skills represent sets of behaviors, beliefs, competencies, and strategies that are outside the current accountability testing movement as too often currently practiced.

Self-regulated learning approaches have been applied to a diverse range of primarily academic disciplines such as science, mathematics, and study skills (Bembenutty, Cleary, & Kitsantas, 2013); yet there is scant evidence that classroom management has been a recipient of such attention. Nonetheless, self-regulated learning can be directed toward social behaviors when managing a classroom for instruction. Indeed, Patrick (1997) explained that children’s performance in school is closely related to their social competence—that is, their ability to monitor and manage their own social interactions. Through a classroom management approach, teachers can influence students’ capacity for self-regulation and sense of responsibility. In this context, Selvester and Summers (2012) referred to self-regulation as “academic capital,” because it is a way of promoting and supporting adolescents’ personal responsibility (p. 89).

Self-regulation is fostered within a social cognitive context where students are learning social competence skills through interactions with others by observing and learning about their behavior (Schunk & Usher, 2013). The social cognitive framework is composed of three interrelated aspects (Bandura, 1997):

• the social (structure, teacher support);
• the personal/cognitive (sense of competence, values); and
• the behavioral (engagement, misbehavior).

For example, when a teacher establishes a structure that increases student autonomy, some students gain an increased sense of competence while others become more anxious when faced with choices. This results...
in the competent students choosing a more challenging task and the anxious students seeking help. The teacher can decide whether students are ready for choices or need more guidance.

The three factors—social, personal/cognitive, behavioral—are crucial elements for classroom management because they provide multiple pathways, including a variety of appropriate actions, for teachers to build and maintain a positive classroom environment (Pajares, 2008). Teachers and students share the role for managing classrooms. The teacher’s role is to establish a learner-centered environment to support student autonomy whereby students can assume responsibility for their learning and behavior.

The Self-Regulatory Processes

Self-regulation also reflects Bandura’s (1997) social cognitive interaction among personal, behavioral, and social/environmental factors. These self-regulatory processes entail self-awareness, self-motivation, and behavior (Zimmerman, 2002). Each of these processes includes subprocesses that are applied in various circumstances, including academic and social. Some are performed mentally (e.g., accept responsibility) and some behaviorally (e.g., resolve a conflict). Management of classroom behavior requires students to employ important processes, both mental (cognitive or motivational reflections) and behavioral (carrying out actions).

Various scholars identified the following subprocesses as especially useful for managing classrooms:

- setting goals to guide one’s behavior (Evertson & Neal, 2006); setting social goals (Wentzel, 2009);
- taking responsibility for one’s own actions (Bear & Duquette, 2008); sharing responsibility between students and teachers (Freiberg & Lamb, 2009);
- managing emotions for positive behavior through self-control/self-discipline (Duckworth, 2009); developing the ability to focus when there are distractions (Freiberg & Lapointe, 2006);
- self-monitoring progress toward goals (Paris & Paris, 2001); monitoring attention and social behavior as well as others’ social behaviors (Evertson & Neal, 2006); and
- building self-efficacy (beliefs about outcomes) to sustain motivation; for example, the student believes he can implement strategies to control his temper (Zimmerman, 2002).

The teacher’s role is to provide the structure that supports these processes. These self-regulatory processes are depicted by Zimmerman (2002) in three cyclical phases: planning and goal setting, performance, and self-reflection. The phases act as a structure by which teachers may plan strategies for managing a classroom. Examples of each phase follow.

- Phase One: Planning and Goal Setting. With teacher guidance, a sixth-grade student sets a goal such as staying on task during group work, or a second grader sets a goal to focus on her own behavior instead of tattling.
- Phase Two: Performance. Students self-monitor to check their goal progress and to self-correct as needed. After the sixth grader is reminded by her group to get back to work when she is off task, she monitors her attention. The teacher reminds herself to stay on task. The second grader says to herself that she will not tattle on the boy who is not paying attention.
- Phase Three: Self-Reflection. Students evaluate the outcome of their goals. The second grader says, “I did not tattle once today because I remembered my goal.” The sixth grader says, “I did my part in the group although others had to remind me to stay on task. Next time, I won’t need to be reminded; I’ll check myself.” The ability to make adjustments is necessary to accommodate changing conditions in the three processes.

When should self-regulated learning begin? In Finland, even the youngest students start to take responsibility for their own learning and life, for example, by assuming agency for their own goals and choices (Vallinkoski, 2012). As students enter the classroom, some demonstrate more self-regulated behavior than others. Younger students, for example, need more guidance in developing self-regulated behaviors. For others, habits and attitudes have been developed before they enter school (Randi, 2009). Some children, such as those from disadvantaged, ethnic, or low socioeconomic backgrounds, may be particularly high risk for poor self-regulation (Bondy, Ross, Gallinge and Hambacher, 2007). In these cases, the potential for the continued development of self-regulation...
and change during the school years becomes especially important (McClelland & Cameron, 2011).

Although the roots of self-regulation begin with the child’s interactions with parents and caregivers, it is incumbent on schools and teachers to establish the structure and climate to build on these skills throughout the school years. The scaffolding of self-regulated behaviors, based on Vygotsky’s (1978) Zone of Proximal Development, can occur throughout the school years. Through the use of self-regulated strategies, students manage their behavior and engage in learning. The teacher’s role is to provide the structure that supports student development and use of these strategies.

**Teaching Practices for Self-Regulated Learning**

Classroom practices that support self-regulatory and motivational behaviors, beliefs, and strategies come from both classroom management and educational psychology research and practice. The supportive climate is a balance between structure and autonomy. Walker (2008) argued that authoritative teaching, based on Baumrind’s (1971) contrast of two parenting styles—authoritative and authoritarian—provides this structure: “[It offers] an optimal context for student engagement and learning through its demands for student autonomy, effective classroom management, and responsiveness” (p. 237). This type of classroom context emphasizes opportunity for student autonomy, responsibility, and self-control and encourages development of student self-discipline (McCaslin & Good, 1992; Walker, 2009). It is not just the physical structure that supports student autonomy.

It is also the beliefs a student has about the structure, his or her competence, and the importance of the schoolwork. These beliefs influence student effort and engagement (Patrick, Ryan, & Kaplan, 2007).

Providing a structure that gives students some choice and responsibility is a balancing act for teachers. Teachers often are concerned about the classroom turning into chaos (Alderman, 2008). To determine the appropriate structure, teachers should consider these questions:

- How much structure is needed at first?
- How mature are the students and how much autonomy are they prepared to handle?
- What choices do students have to develop the capability and maturity to make?
- How can students experience the feeling of ownership with only shared control?
- What is the best way to foster a democratic classroom community?

The overall approach focuses on creating a classroom environment where all students feel like they belong. Although there is a set of rules that all have a responsibility to follow, students are able to do some things independently and have choices in some areas. The importance of the first few weeks of school for effective classroom management, including establishing expectations, norms, rules, and procedures for the year, is well established (e.g., Evertson & Emmer, 1982). During this period, teachers define appropriate types of classroom behavior and standards for both social and academic competence of their students. The beginning of the year is also the beginning of socialization for self-regulated learning, or what Brophy (1985) termed “self-guidance” (p. 233). The socialization for self-regulation includes beliefs about responsibility and self-control, as well as a motivational belief that effort is more important than innate ability for learning (Wentzel, 2009). Specifically, teachers help students plan and set goals for learning and behavior (Evertson & Neal, 2006). Letting students know they have choices to do some things on their own aids their goal setting (Bohn, Roehrig, & Pressley, 2004). Motivational beliefs about responsibility and effort are conveyed at this time by having students discuss what it means to show effort in this classroom.

Following establishment of the classroom climate, teachers continue to monitor student behavior and to enforce rules and expectations for self-reliance (Wentzel, 2003). Using firm behavioral control, supporting students’ sense of competence with warmth and feedback, and engaging them in meaningful tasks were found to be important in a kindergarten classroom (Rimm-Kaufman, Curby, Grimm, Nathanson, & Brock, 2009). Other factors that support student autonomy are identifying student interests, allowing some decision-making, and providing optimal challenges (Jang, Reeve, & Deci, 2010).

After the classroom climate is established, teachers have students reflect on how the class went and what each contributed. Both the teacher and students reflect on success in terms of student engagement, cooperation, and support for one another. Together, they consider revising goals for next time. For example, perhaps students need more guidance or are ready for more choices. And the cycle continues.
Conclusion
The school reform movements emphasizing rigorous academic content with accountability assessed through standardized testing have placed stress on teachers and students. Yet, education is more than grades on high-stakes tests; it is about the all-around well-being of students academically, socially, and emotionally in school and life. Increasingly, noncognitive attitudes, beliefs, skills, and strategies that are outside the testing accountability movement are being advocated to improve performance (Farrington et al., 2012).

Self-regulated learning integrated into classroom management can empower students to take control of their own learning and behavior; teachers thereby gain partners for creating a positive classroom climate. When teachers empower students with self-regulation and motivation strategies through classroom management, they are showing they care. Thus, schools that support motivation to learn and self-regulated learning capabilities provide the pathway for fostering lifelong learning skills that operate within a broader societal purpose for education (Lüftenegger et al., 2012). The alternative is foreboding, as Yowell and Smylie (1999) suggested: “Without developing the self-regulatory capacities of youth, the individual and social relations that are so important to them, schools fail to fully support democratic communities. Indeed, they may jeopardize them” (p. 488).
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Questioning Strategies that Minimize Classroom Management Problems

by Nathan Bond

Minimize classroom problems and maximize student learning with proven techniques for asking questions.
Teachers know from their training and experience that questioning plays an important role in today’s instruction. Modern lessons are fast-paced and interactive, with teachers asking a lot of questions. Borich (1992) found that questions account for 80 percent of classroom talk and that some teachers ask more than 100 of them per hour! Because this instructional strategy dominates class time and because students are active during the lesson, there are more chances for management problems to arise if teachers do not follow good questioning techniques. This article explores some questioning strategies that minimize classroom management problems.

Classroom management problems occur under two circumstances during question-and-answer sessions. First, if students are dissatisfied or bored, they may exhibit off-task behavior as a way to let the teacher know that the instruction is failing to meet their needs. Generally, students are not asked whether they like a lesson, so misbehavior is their only recourse for providing immediate feedback to the teacher. Second, students may misbehave if they are unclear about the expected behavior. Exchanges between teachers and students occur quickly during a question-and-answer session, and teachers seldom make explicit the way they want the class to respond. Thus, students act out because they are unable to “read the teacher’s mind.”

Though the educational literature provides some global advice for asking questions, it often omits specific strategies that teachers can follow when employing this instructional approach with their students. This article highlights some of the techniques that are mentioned in the literature and then offers additional strategies to minimize classroom management problems.

1. **Write out some questions when planning the lesson.**

   Teachers seldom write down their questions while planning; instead they generate them extemporaneously during the lesson. This approach can lead to vague questions that do not engage students in deep, high-quality thinking and, consequently, unengaged learners may misbehave out of confusion or boredom. Wilen et al. (2004) encouraged teachers to generate questions that are clearly written, appropriate for the students’ ability, and sequenced in a logical way.

   To go a step further in their support, teachers can project the planned questions on a screen using overheads or PowerPoint® slides. By doing so, all students can see them on the screen and hear the teacher asking them. In effect, the instruction becomes clearer and multisensory by providing both auditory and visual input.

2. **Establish your expectations for behavior before beginning the questioning period.**

   Teachers may want to remind students to raise their hands, listen carefully to classmates’ comments, and respect one another’s right to self-expression (Emmer, Evertson, and Worsham 2006). Clarifying the ground rules reduces confusion and helps everyone know how to act. In addition to learning appropriate behavior for a discussion in a classroom setting, students learn important real-world social skills that can be used later in life, for example, in a business or work setting.

3. **Call on a variety of students.**

   The elements of surprise and uncertainty are ways to “keep students on their toes” during a discussion. Teachers can keep students’ attention by calling on them randomly. Because the learners are uncertain about whom the teacher will call, they will remain attentive. Students will want to be able to respond correctly because they generally do not want to look bad or be embarrassed in front of their peers (Burden 2003). Surprisingly, the literature does not mention that teachers should keep a record either mentally or in writing of the students who were asked questions. Effective educators know that they must interact with all children by the end of the lesson and that they must keep all children engaged for maximum learning to occur.

4. **Cue students before asking the question.**

   Classroom management problems arise because well-intentioned students cannot read their teacher’s mind and thus do not know how to respond. Cueing the class before asking the question can minimize disruptive outbursts. Four cueing techniques are available:

   - **Call on a specific student and then ask the question** (e.g., “John, what is the capital city of the United States?”). This approach is advantageous for two reasons: the teacher can ensure that a wide variety of students are involved throughout the lesson, and everyone clearly knows whom the teacher is addressing. As a result, management issues should not occur.

   A disadvantage of this cueing approach, however, is...
that the remaining learners in the class will stop thinking once they hear a classmate’s name being called. Quickening the pace may solve this problem.

• Ask students to raise their hands and then ask the question (e.g., “Please raise your hand if you can answer this question. What is the capital city of the United States?”). Teachers can use this approach as a type of informal assessment to determine the number of students who appear to know the answer and to give slower learners more time to formulate one. This cueing approach is clear, so management problems should be minimal. The only caveat is that students who do not raise their hands are embarrassed for not knowing the answer. They may act out as a way to cover their lack of knowledge.

• Ask students to shout out the answer and then ask the question (e.g., “Boys and girls, please shout out the answer to this question if you know it. What is the capital city of the United States?”). Best used at the beginning of a discussion, this approach encourages participation because students do not have to worry about the correctness of their answers. Furthermore, bright learners tend to like the chance to demonstrate their quick intellectual reflexes, many of which resemble the skills associated with playing video and computer games. Teachers should use this cueing technique cautiously because the noise and enthusiasm levels can quickly escalate out of control. If the cueing strategy is used before the question is asked, then the problems should be few because the students know the teacher’s expectations.

• Ask all students to think of an answer before asking the question (e.g., “Boys and girls, I’m going to ask a question. I want everyone to think of an answer. Then I will call on someone. What is the capital city of the United States?” Pause to allow students time to think of an answer. Then follow up with, “John, please share your answer.”). Though teachers have to provide more cueing initially, the approach fosters more thinking from the class as a whole and allows teachers to maintain classroom control. Again, the classroom problems should be minimal because more students are engaged in thinking and because they are unsure on whom the teacher will call.

5. **Ask questions that are the appropriate level for each student.**

There is an old saying, “success breeds success.” When students feel success, they are more inclined to persist with a task. To help them feel success, the teacher should tactfully ask questions at the appropriate level. Many instructors will call on students randomly as a way to keep everyone engaged. There is a downside to this approach. Calling on students randomly means that some questions will be answered incorrectly and that some people in the class will become discouraged.

Frustrated students may try to hide their feelings by acting out or by distracting others by telling jokes or acting like the class clown. In their research, Jones and Jones (2004) found that lower-achieving students especially need to feel success and should be given feedback for their correct answers. Asking questions that involve personal issues or opinions is one way to involve this group. If low-achieving students feel that the question is too hard or too easy, then they may misbehave.

6. **Ask questions that elicit positive or correct responses.**

This technique often is used by speakers to keep their audience engaged for as long as possible. Good and Brophy (1997) recommended that 75 percent of teachers’ questions should elicit correct responses. Students will remain motivated and more willing to remain intellectually engaged with the teacher if they feel positively toward the information and can answer the teacher’s questions correctly most of the time. Students generally will not disrupt the lesson if they are feeling successful.

7. **Provide students with sufficient wait time after asking a question and before responding to their comments.**

In a study on questioning, Rowe (1974) found that teachers wait a mere 0.9 seconds on average for their students to respond to a question. This amount of time is too short for average learners to complete the four mental steps that are required to answer a question. Students must first hear the question and decide whether they understand it. Second, they must recall the information from their memories. Third, they must consider whether their response will be accepted; and, fourth, they must decide whether the teacher will praise or rebuke their response (Jones and Jones 2004).

When teachers increase the amount of wait time, the length of the responses increases, the responses reflect higher-level thought, and the failures to respond decrease (Rowe 1986). When students are afforded time to think of an answer, they also are less likely to misbehave.

8. **Vary the way students respond to questions.**

Responding verbally is the most common way for students to answer the teacher’s question. An alternate approach is to ask everyone to jot down an answer before calling on a student (Thompson 1998). The act of writing...
makes the question-and-answer session more multisensory; specifically, it adds a tactile component to the lesson.

Requiring students to record their answers encourages wider participation by the class and reduces management problems because students are too busy writing and do not have time to misbehave. In addition, the teacher may want to call on several people before providing the answers. Again, this strategy provides more opportunities for participation, thus reducing management problems.

9. **Vary the person who responds to the questions.**

Rather than the teacher always responding to the students, another variation is to ask classmates to respond to one another’s responses. This approach promotes positive social interaction by encouraging respectful listening. It also involves more people in the lesson and creates a more interactive exchange between individuals (Burden 2003). The more students participate in the lesson, the less likely they are to misbehave.

10. **Respond to every answer and correct errors.**

Listen carefully to students’ comments and maintain a high ratio of positive to negative verbal feedback (Burden 2003). Respond to every answer and offer specific praise. By doing so, teachers show their students that they value their ideas. As a result, students will be more inclined to behave because they know that they are respected. Furthermore, if a student does not seem to understand, ask a classmate to rephrase the question or rephrase it yourself. If an answer is incorrect, indicate the part that is correct or ask a follow-up question for clarification (Thompson 1998).

11. **Ask follow-up questions.**

The goal of a question-and-answer session is to get everyone to talk, and one way to foster more discussion is to ask follow-up questions. Williams, Alley, and Henson (1999) found that 95 percent of teachers’ questions are classified as low-level, usually requiring a yes or no response. Teachers can elicit more discussion by asking students to justify or explain their reasoning. Asking “why” questions promotes higher-order thinking.

12. **Encourage students to ask questions.**

The teacher is usually the person who asks the questions during the discussion. In a longitudinal study of elementary and secondary school classes, Dillon (1990) found that each student asks only one question per month on average. Teachers must take deliberate steps to get their learners to ask questions.

At the beginning of the school year, a short activity or game could be planned that requires the class to ask questions about a topic. For example, students could play the game “Twenty Questions.” Repeating the activity and rewarding participants will foster the desired behavior. Once the classroom culture of questions has been established, students then will feel more comfortable asking them.

**Closing Thoughts**

Teachers know that questions can serve a variety of purposes. They can be used “to assess readiness for new learning, to create interest and motivation in learning, to make concepts more precise, to check student understanding of the material, to redirect off-task students to more positive behavior, and to create the moderate amount of tension that enhances learning” (Levin and Nolan 2004, 112–13). Teachers also know that questioning is a component of effective instruction (Bell 2002; Conderman and Morin 2002; Rosenshine and Stevens 1986) and, when used correctly, can produce greater student achievement (Wilens and McClellan 1986).

Asking good questions is an important skill that teachers must develop. Because this approach is used often, there is an increased chance for problems to occur. These problems arise typically when students are bored with the lesson or do not understand the teacher’s expectations for behavior. To address these issues, teachers can acquire a variety of strategies for asking questions and apply them in their instruction. Following these recommended approaches should minimize classroom problems and maximize student learning.
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You could even have a daily song leader to help you. On another note, you might play the students’ favorite music. At the end of their song, they must be ready for the next classroom event. Singing and music are excellent motivators, as well as community-builders. Encourage students to bring their own music (be sure to listen to it first) so they can contribute to the musical selections! My former fourth-graders always were excited to sing “Get Down, Get Funky, Get Loose” (see YouTube™ video).

**Second Tip: Timely Transitions**

Do all students have to transition at once? No! Individual transitioning works well when activities are differentiated or students are working in groups. When a group finishes its activities, each student puts away his or her supplies, cleaning up without disturbing the other groups. Small-group and individual transitions help avoid a mass movement of students putting away marker boxes at the same time!

**Third Tip: Practice Makes Perfect**

This suggestion is the most fun—practice! Sometimes your young learners (older ones too) don’t know how you want them to do something, because their habits were established before they met you! Have students role-play different expectations—in this case, transitioning—so that they may experience success and have fun exploring the concept.

Consider grouping in triads or quads, having each group pull a role-playing card from a hat. The first group might act out an unruly transition—loud students who are not listening, some running to their cubbies, and supplies falling on the floor. You’ll find that students LOVE practicing NOT following the rules! The next card may be an “okay” transition, and then the third card represents a “great” transition. Besides teaching and modeling expectations, role playing also builds community and serves as a good reference when students’ memories lapse: “Remember when we . . .”

Good Luck!

**Doctor P.**

---

**Dear Dr. P.,**

I have heard that teaching first grade is like herding cats and balancing spinning plates. As a new teacher in a first grade class, there are days that I can vouch that those sayings are absolutely true. Transitions, I know, are key elements in keeping students (especially first graders) on task, but I have a hard time getting students from one activity to the next smoothly and effectively. What transitions work well in a first grade classroom to prevent them from turning into tabbies or precariously placed china?

Sincerely,

Trouble with Transitions Tonya

**Dear Ms. Trouble with Transitions,**

First-graders sure are an exciting bunch, aren’t they? Smooth transitions can be a challenge, however, at many grade levels. The trick is to help students direct their energy toward positive action. I have three suggestions for smooth transitions, from a “quick fix” you can try tomorrow to some long-term ideas for the year.

**First Tip: Whistle While You Work!**

It worked for Snow White’s gang and may work for your “feisty felines.” Right before a transition, sing a quiet song to cue students that they need to mentally and physically switch gears. You might pick a purposeful tune, such as “Clean up, Clean up, Everybody Clean up” or a student favorite, such as “Row, Row, Row Your Boat.” The song signals change while allowing students time to put away their supplies and move to their next activity.
Every classroom has a culture that gives positive or negative meaning to the learning occurring within its perimeters. This culture comprises the traditions, understandings, and expectations that teachers, students, and parents share about learning.

When the culture is strong, positive, and healthy, it produces a can-do community in which students toil daily to grow intellectually, personally, and socially. It is an environment initiated by the teacher and nurtured by all participants.

Nurturing a can-do environment starts with a teacher’s sense of optimism in building relationships with students and parents. With that beginning, teachers can then employ other can-do fundamentals.

Classroom Heroes

Heroes are important to the classroom culture. They personify a learning community, providing role models who inspire others through their extraordinary deeds and successes. Developing a can-do attitude in students begins with stories about heroic students from their school. Former students from the same class as the current students serve as reachable heroes.

After learning about these heroes, students write to them, engage in two-way e-mail correspondence, and invite them to visit. Once sufficient information is collected, students work in collaborative groups to develop written profiles about the heroes. Photographs and other obtainable artifacts also should be collected.

Using these materials, students create classroom displays about the heroes. The teacher and students should regularly discuss the heroic attributes of these former students.

Jennifer and Travis are two such heroes. Jennifer, a senior at a California coastal high school, often visits her former elementary classroom to assist the teacher and inspire students. She achieved heroic status in her old classroom for winning her state’s top academic awards for visual arts, creative writing, and mathematics. She went on to achieve an A-plus average in high school, lead her varsity volleyball team to the California Interscholastic Federation Championship, and have one of her paintings selected to hang in the Congress of the United States.

Travis, an A-average student throughout his school years, was offered full-ride basketball scholarships to three major colleges in the southeast. Following graduation, he also was asked to join
the world of professional basketball. In making the difficult decision, Travis consulted his family. His parents approved the pro-ball choice, provided that he began college classes on a part-time basis. Now, Travis is fast becoming a leading player. When not playing basketball, however, he routinely visits students at his former schools to help them develop self-esteem.

Jennifer and Travis represent only two of many student success stories. Teachers need only a bit of imagination and investigative effort to identify local heroes.

Classroom Traditions

Tradition—passing customs from one generation of students to another—is an important feature of a can-do classroom culture. Traditions influence and shape student behaviors.

For decades, a now-retired Colorado elementary school teacher was recognized for the spelling prowess of her students. Her class put on an annual school-wide invitational spelling bee, and it was an accepted fact that her students were proficient spellers. If they weren’t in the fall, they were proficient by spring. It was tradition!

Students deficient in spelling skills worked with the help of peers and their parents to improve deficiencies. Becoming a good speller and earning a certificate of merit in the spelling bee was a matter of personal pride.

It’s never too late to create classroom customs. Traditions that influence student behavior and academic achievement often start humbly. Identify a tradition that will shape a strong, positive, and healthy classroom culture, and then roll up your sleeves and put it into action.

Recognizing, Celebrating Success

Do the walls of your classroom silently shout out recognition and celebration of students’ accomplishments? Students need daily reminders of their achievements. Success begets success!

Make your classroom a wall-to-wall success story. Fill the room with students’ accomplishments—A-emblazoned composition papers, 100-percent spelling tests and math assignments, carefully done line drawings or colorful canvases. Classroom shelves might display three-dimensional products, such as sculpture, science experiments, social studies projects, and fashion creations.

Slowly but steadily, students subconsciously absorb the positive feedback and realize how much they are learning and accomplishing. The teacher never stops congratulating students for their good work. Mirroring the teacher’s behavior, students in turn develop the habit of congratulating one another for a job well done.

Can-Do Action Plan

What does it take to have a strong, positive, and healthy classroom culture? It requires identifying heroes and building tradition, recognizing and celebrating accomplishment, and instilling the pride of ownership in students. It’s never too soon or late to start shaping a can-do culture!